[Computer-assisted diabetes therapy--a challenge for modern medicine].
By the use of computers in the therapy of diabetes new diagnostic and therapeutic possibilities are brought about. The computers open the possibility for a comprehensive data seizing, evaluation of the stored material and possibilities of various abilities for demonstration. Moreover, it becomes possible to regulate the therapy more subtly with the help of self-adapting programs and in its consequence to render it more effective than the own management of therapy is able to do it. This manifests itself significantly in badly or only moderately stabilised diabetics. In very well educated and trained diabetics even the superiority of the management of the computer becomes visible. Here this can no more be shown in the improvement of the stabilisation of diabetes which can no more be improved without risks for the patient. In these patients it is the reduction of the frequency of hyperglycaemia, by means of which can be shown that the stabilisation of diabetes in diabetics who were well stabilised already before can still be improved by the computer therapy. In addition to this the computer seems to cause further positive effects on the learning behaviour of the diabetics.